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Human prehistory is the period between the use of the first stone tools c. 3.3 million years ago by hominins
and the invention of writing systems.The earliest writing systems appeared c. 5,300 years ago, but it took
thousands of years for writing to be widely adopted and it was not used in some human cultures until the 19th
century or even until present.
Prehistory - Wikipedia
Japan (Japanese: æ—¥æœ¬; Nippon or Nihon; formally æ—¥æœ¬å›½ Nippon-koku or Nihon-koku, lit."State
of Japan") is an island country in East Asia.Located in the Pacific Ocean, it lies off the eastern coast of the
Asian continent and stretches from the Sea of Okhotsk in the north to the East China Sea and the Philippine
Sea in the south. Coordinates The kanji that make up Japan's name mean "sun ...
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